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Abstract— The objective of this effort is to study the 

Magnetic Refrigeration which uses solid material as the 

refrigerant. These materials demonstrate the unique property 

known as magneto caloric effect, which means that they 

increase and decrease in temperature. This paper focuses on 

the working principle, comparison with conventional 

methods, different magneto caloric materials, benefits and 

practical applications of magnetic refrigeration. Benefits of 

magnetic refrigeration are lower cost, longer life, lower 

weight and higher efficiency because it only requires one 

moving part-the rotating disc on which the magneto-caloric 

material is mounted. The unit uses no gas compressor, no 

pumps, no working fluid, no valves and no ozone destroying 

chlorofluorocarbons/hydro chlorofluorocarbons. Potential 

commercial applications include cooling of electronics, 

super conducting   components used in cooling of 

electronics, superconducting components used in 

telecommunication equipment, home and commercial 

refrigerator, air conditioning for homes, offices and 

automobiles and virtually any places where refrigeration is 

needed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Refrigeration technology is widely used today. Refrigeration 

is a process in which work is done to move heat from one 

location to another. This work is traditionally done by 

mechanical work, but can also be done by magnetism, laser 

or other means. Magnetic refrigeration, or adiabatic 

demagnetization, is a cooling technology based on the 

magneto caloric effect, an intrinsic (basic) property of 

magnetic solids. The refrigerant is often a paramagnetic salt, 

such as cerium magnesium nitrate.  A strong magnetic field 

is applied to the refrigerant, forcing its various magnetic 

dipoles to align and the entropy of the refrigerant is lowered. 

A heat sink then absorbs the heat released by the refrigerant 

due to its loss of entropy. Thermal contact with the heat sink 

is then broken so that the system is insulated, and the 

magnetic field is switched off. This increases the heat 

capacity of the refrigerant, thus decreasing its temperature 

below the temperature of the heat sink. 

While magnetic refrigeration is a new refrigeration 

technology with huge potential application prospect, 

characterized by high efficiency, energy saving and 

environmental friendly.  

II. MAGNETIC REFRIGERATION 

Magnetic refrigeration is an attractive alternative cooling 

technology. Magnetic refrigeration is a cooling technology 

based on the magneto-caloric effect (MCE). This technique 

can be used to attain extremely low temperatures. (Well 

below 1 K), as well as the ranges used in common 

refrigerators, depending on the design of the system. This 

finds great importance now a day because of the worldwide 

ban of environmental damaging substance likes 

chlorofluorocarbon, which is used in conventional vapor 

compression refrigeration. Magneto caloric materials are the 

refrigerants of magnetic refrigerators 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

When a magnetic field is applied to a magnetic material; the 

unpaired spins are aligned parallel to the magnetic field. 

This ordering spin lowers the entropy of the system since 

disorder has decreased. To compensate for the aligned spins, 

the atoms of the material begin to vibrate, perhaps in an 

attempt to randomize the spins and lower the entropy of the 

system again. In doing so, the temperature of the material 

increases. 

 
Fig. 1: working principle of magnetic refrigeration 

Conversely, when the magnetic field is turned off, 

the electron spins become random again and the temperature 

of the material falls below that of its surroundings. This 

allows it to absorb more unwanted heat, and the cycle begins 

again. 

The warming and cooling process can be likened to 

a standard refrigerator which implements compressing and 

expanding gases for variations in heat exchange and 

surrounding temperature.  

This is also known as adiabatic demagnetization. In 

other words, when a magnetic field is applied, (magnetic 

materials) metals, known ferromagnets, tend to heat up. As 

heat is applied, the magnetic moments are aligned. When the 

field is removed, the ferromagnets cool down as the 

magnetic moments become randomly oriented. 

A. Magneto Calorific Effect 

Magneto calorific effect is the basic principle on which the 

cooling is achieved. All magnets bears a property called 

Currie effect i.e. If a temperature of magnet is increased 

from lower to higher range at certain temperature, magnet 

looses the magnetic field. The Magneto caloric effect (MCE, 

from magnet and calorie) is a magneto-thermodynamic 

phenomenon in which a reversible change in temperature of 
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a suitable material is caused by exposing the material to a 

changing magnetic field 

MCE works only in the vicinity of a material's 

transition temperature. MCE reaches a maximum value at a 

material's Curie temperature, the temperature above which a 

ferromagnetic material becomes paramagnetic due to the 

noise generated by atomic vibrations and further away from 

this point the weaker the magneto calorific effect. 

The range of temperatures about which a material 

experiences a substantial MCE and adiabatic temperature 

drop is typically ± 20° C around the Curie temperature. This 

effect is obeyed by all transition metals and lanthanide-

series elements.  

One of the most notable examples of the magneto 

caloric effect is in the chemical element gadolinium, a rare 

earth material and some of its alloys. It was used as the 

refrigerant for many of the early magnetic refrigeration 

designs.  The magnetic refrigeration is mainly based on 

magneto caloric effect according to which some materials 

change in temperature when they are magnetized and 

demagnetized. 

B. Components of magnetic refrigeration 

 
Fig. 2: Components of magnetic refrigeration 

1) Magnets: 

Magnets are the main functioning element of the magnetic 

refrigeration. Magnets provide the magnetic field to the 

material so that they can lose heat to the surrounding and 

gain the heat from the space to be cooled respectively. 

2) Hot Heat Exchanger: 

The hot heat exchanger absorbs the heat from the material 

used and gives off to the surrounding. It makes the transfer 

of heat much effective. 

3) Cold Heat Exchanger: 

The cold heat exchanger absorbs the heat from the space to 

be cooled and gives it to the magnetic material. It helps to 

make the absorption of heat effective. 

4) Drive: 

Drive provides the right rotation to the heat to rightly handle 

it. Due to this heat flows in the right desired direction. 

Magneto caloric Wheel: - It forms the structure of the whole 

device. It joins both the two magnets to work properly. 

C. Thermodynamic Cycle for Refrigeration 

 
Fig. 3: Thermodynamic cycle for refrigeration 

The process is performed as a refrigeration cycle, analogous 

to the Carnot cycle, and can be described at starting point 

whereby the chosen working substance is introduced into a 

magnetic field.  

1) Adiabatic Magnetization:  

The substance is placed in an insulated environment. The 

increasing external magnetic field (+H) causes the magnetic 

dipoles of the atoms to align, thereby decreasing the 

material's magnetic entropy and heat capacity. Since overall 

energy is not lost (yet) and therefore total entropy is not 

reduced (according to thermodynamic laws), the net result is 

that the item heats up (T + ΔTad )  

2) Isomagnetic Enthalpy Transfer:   

This added heat can then be removed by a fluid like water or 

helium for example (-Q). The magnetic field is held constant 

to prevent the dipoles from reabsorbing the heat. Once, the 

magneto caloric material   is sufficiently cooled and the 

coolant are separated (H=0). 

3) Adiabatic Demagnetization:  

The substance is returned to another adiabatic (insulated) 

condition so the total entropy remains constant. However, 

this time the magnetic field is decreased, the thermal energy 

causes the domains to overcome the field, and thus the 

sample cools (i.e. an adiabatic temperature change). Energy 

(and entropy) transfers from thermal entropy to magnetic 

entropy (disorder of the magnetic dipoles).  

4) Isomagnetic Entropic Transfer:  

The magnetic field is held constant to prevent the material 

from heating back up. The material is placed in thermal 

contact with the environment being refrigerated. Because 

the working material is cooler than the refrigerated 

environment (by design), heat energy migrates into the 

working material (+Q). 

 
Fig. 4: Working of magnetic material 

As shown in the figure, when the magnetic material 

is placed in the magnetic field, the thermometer attached to 
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it shows a high temperature as the temperature of it 

increases. But on the other side when the magnetic material 

is removed from the magnetic field, the thermometer shows 

low temperature as its temperature decreases.  

IV. MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

For Choosing Magneto caloric Materials the following 

points should be taken into consideration: 

1) Adiabatic temperature change 

2) Isothermal entropy change 

3) Thermal conductivity 

4) Magnetic hysteresis 

5) Ability to adjust the Curie temperature of 

compounds 

6) Practical issues –cost, corrosion, toxicity, 

manufacturability 

The originally suggested refrigerant was a 

paramagnetic salt, such as cerium magnesium nitrate. 

Eventually paramagnetic salts become either diamagnetic or 

ferromagnetic, limiting the lowest temperature.  Ease of 

application and removal of magnetic effect is most desired 

property of material. It is individual characteristics and 

strongly depends on:  

1) Curie Temperature,  

Degree of freedom for magnetic dipoles during ordering and 

randomization of particles.  

Alloys of gadolinium producing 3 to 4 K per tesla 

of change in magnetic field are used for magnetic 

refrigeration. The magneto caloric effect is an intrinsic 

property of a magnetic solid. This thermal response of a 

solid to the application or removal of magnetic fields is 

maximized when the solid is near its magnetic ordering 

temperature. The magnitudes of the magnetic entropy and 

the adiabatic temperature changes are strongly dependent 

upon the magnetic order process: the magnitude is generally 

small in anti ferromagnets, and spin glass systems; it can be 

substantial for normal ferromagnets which undergo a second 

order magnetic transition (SOMT); and it is generally the 

largest for a ferromagnet which undergoes a first order 

magnetic transition (FOMT). Also, crystalline electric fields 

and pressure can have a substantial influence on magnetic 

entropy and adiabatic temperature changes.  

There are two types of magnetic phase changes that 

may occur at the Curie point, first-order magnetic transition 

(FOMT) and second-order magnetic transition (SOMT).  

First-order magnetic transition (FOMT) Second-order magnetic transition (SOMT). 

for FOMT materials time required to achieve a temperature change 

when magnetizing can be many orders of magnitude larger than the 

SOMT materials as  atoms are displaced during the change in crystal 

structure and therefore the some FOMT materials 

The change in temperature with magnetic 

field is nearly instantaneous for SOMT 

materials so time required to achieve a 

temperature change is less. 

Time lag between the application or removal of a magnetic field and 

the associated thermal response of an FOMT material may decrease 

cycle performance by 30%--50% when FOMT materials are used in 

an AMRR. 

 

FOMT materials with large magnetocaloric effects that use less 

expensive raw materials. 

SOMT materials with small magnetocaloric 

effects that use more expensive raw 

materials such as Gd. 

Table 1: Magnetic Material 

B. Development in Working Materials 

Only a limited number of magnetic materials possess a large 

enough magneto caloric effect to be used in practical 

refrigeration systems. The search for the "best" materials is 

focused on rare-earth metals, either in pure form or 

combined with other metals into alloys and compounds and 

which exhibit a giant entropy change. 

1) Gd and its alloys 

Gadolinium, a rare-earth metal, exhibits one of the largest 

known magnetocaloric effects. It was used as the refrigerant 

for many of the early magnetic refrigeration designs. The 

problem with using pure gadolinium as the refrigerant 

material is that it does not exhibit a strong magnetocaloric 

effect at room temperature. More recently, however, it has 

been discovered that arc-melted alloys of gadolinium, 

silicon, and germanium are more efficient at room 

temperature. Alloys of gadolinium producing 3 to 4 K per 

tesla of change in a magnetic field can be used for magnetic 

refrigeration or power generation purposes. Gadolinium and 

its alloys are the best material available today for magnetic 

refrigeration near room temperature since they undergo 

second-order phase transitions which have no magnetic or 

thermal hysteresis involved. 

The prototype magnetic material available for room 

temperature magnetic refrigeration is the lanthanide metal 

gadolinium (Gd). At the Curie temperature of 294 K, Gd 

undergoes a second-order paramagnetic – ferromagnetic 

phase transition. The MCE and the heat capacity of Gd have 

been studied in many research activities. 

C. Materials for Magnetic Refrigeration 

1) Giant Magnetocaloric Materials 

Name Description 

Gd5Si2Ge2 

Gadolinium-silicon-

germanium alloy, 

Gd5Si0.5Ge 3.5 

coarse powder, 99% 

trace metals basis 

Gadolinium-silicon-

germanium alloy, 

coarse powder, 99% 

trace metals basis 

Gadolinium 
ingot, 99.99% 

(REM) 

Dy0.8Er0.2Al 2 

Dysprosium-Erbium-

Aluminium alloy, 

coarse powder 

Table 2: Development of Magnetic Material 

Recent research on materials that exhibit a giant entropy 

change showed that Gd5 (SixGe1 − x)4, La(FexSi1 − 

x)13Hx and MnFeP1 − xAsx alloys, for example, are some 

of the most promising substitutes for Gadolinium and its 

alloys (GdDy, GdTy, etc.). These materials are called giant 

magneto caloric effect materials (GMCE). A few magnetic 
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materials, however, exhibit a significantly larger MCE, 

which is known as the giant magnetocaloric effect (GM 

More recently, however, it has been discovered that arc-

melted alloys of gadolinium, silicon, and germanium are 

more efficient at room temperature. 

 
Fig. 5 Magneto calorific effects of MCE materials and 

GMCE materials at curie temperature. 

 GMCE - Giant Magneto caloric Effect materials,  

 MCE - Magnetocaloric Effect materials 

 Tc - Curie temperature  

The effect is considerably stronger for the 

gadolinium alloy Gd5(Si2Ge2). Praseodymium alloyed with 

nickel (PrNi5) has such a strong magneto caloric effect that 

it has allowed scientists to approach within one thousandth 

of a degree of absolute zero. 

V. PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

A. Active Magnetic Regenerator Refrigeration (AMRR) 

A regenerator that undergoes cyclic heat transfer operations 

and the magneto caloric effect is called an Active Magnetic 

Regenerator (AMR).  The AMRR consists of regenerator 

beds, magnets, pumps, and heat exchangers. The regenerator 

beds are packed with particle magnetic materials that are 

subjected to changing magnetic fields controlled by external 

magnets. The working fluid alternates between the hot end 

and the cold end synchronously with the external magnetic 

field changes. By repeating the process, this regenerator 

operates as a refrigerator and the forms the AMR cycle 

 

 
Fig. 6   Four steps of Active Magnetic Regenerator 

Refrigeration cycle (AMRR) 

 Magnetizing 

 Flow from cold to hot 

 Demagnetizing 

 Flow from hot to cold. 

B. A Rotary AMR Liquefier 

The Cryofuel Systems Group at UVic is developing an 

AMR refrigerator for the purpose of liquefying natural gas. 

A rotary configuration is used to move magnetic material 

into and out of a superconducting magnet. This technology 

can also be extended to the liquefaction of hydrogen. 

 
Fig. 7 Rotary AMR Liquefier 

 Process 1–2 is an adiabatic magnetization: The 

magnetic material is placed in adiabatic condition, and 

the heat transfer fluid does not flow. After 

magnetization, the temperature is up to (T + Δad) due to 

the MCE. 

 Process 2–3 is fluid flowing from the magnetic material 

and heated by absorbing heat . Then, the temperature of 

magnetic material is back to T. The fluid rejects heat to 

hot reservoir. 

 Process 3–4 is an adiabatic demagnetization. The 

magnetic material is in another adiabatic condition 

where the magnet filed changes from Bmax > 0 to 

Bmin=0 and the fluid does not flow. After 

demagnetization, the temperature is down to    (T-∆ad). 

 Process 4–1 is fluid flowing from hot to cold at B = 

Bmin. Pushing the fluid back from hot end to cold end, 

Magnetocaloric Effect  
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makes the temperature back to T, absorbing heat from 

cold reservoir. 

C. Advantages of Magnetic Refrigeration 

 High Efficiency: - As the magneto caloric effect is 

highly reversible, the thermo dynamic efficiency of 

the magnetic refrigerator is high. It is somewhat 

50% more than Vapor Compression cycle. 

 Reduced Cost: - As it eliminates the most in 

efficient part of today’s refrigerator i.e. comp. The 

cost reduces as a result.  

 Compactness: - It is possible to achieve high 

energy density compact device. It is due to the 

reason that in case of magnetic refrigeration the 

working substance is a social material (say 

gadolinium) and not a gas as in case of vapour 

compression cycles. 

 Reliability: - Due to the absence of gas, it reduces 

concerns related to the emission into the 

atmosphere and hence is reliable one. 

 Socio-Economic: Competition in global market:-

Research in this field will provide the opportunity 

so that new industries can be set up which may be 

capable of competing the global or international 

market. 

 Low Capital Cost:-The technique will reduce the 

cost as the most inefficient part comp. is not there 

and hence the initial low capital cost of the 

equipment. 

 Key Factor To New Technologies:-If the training 

and hardware are developed in this field they will 

be the key factor for new emerging technologies in 

this world. 

 Purchase cost may be high, but running costs are 

20% less than the conventional chillers, Thus life 

cycle cost is much less.  

 Ozone depleting refrigerants are avoided in this 

system, hence it more eco-friendly.  

 Energy saving would lessen the strain on our 

household appliances  

 Energy conservation and reducing the energy costs 

are added advantages. 

D. Future applications  

 Magnetic household refrigeration appliances 

 Magnetic cooling and air conditioning in buildings 

and houses 

 Central cooling system 

 Refrigeration in medicine 

 Cooling in food industry and storage 

 Cooling in transportation 

 Cooling of electronics. 

E. Disadvantages  

 GMCE materials need to be developed to allow 

higher frequencies of rectilinear and rotary 

magnetic refrigerators 

  Electronic components should be protected from 

magnetic fields. But notice that they are static, of 

short range and may be shielded. 

 Permanent magnets have limited field strength. 

Electro magnets and superconducting magnets are 

required which are too expensive. 

 Temperature changes are limited.  

 Multi-stage machines lose efficiency through the 

heat transfer between the stages. 

  Moving machines need high precision to avoid 

magnetic field reduction due to gaps between the 

magnets and the magneto caloric material. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Magnetic refrigeration is a technology that has proven to be 

environmentally safe models has shown 25% efficiency 

improvement over vapor com Two advantages to using 

Magnetic Refrigeration over vapor compressed systems are 

no hazardous chemicals used and they can be up to 60% 

efficient. There are still some thermal and magnetic 

hysteresis problems to be solved for these first-order phase 

transition materials that exhibit the GMCE to become really 

useful; this is a subject of current research. This technique is 

already used to achieve cryogenic temperatures in the 

laboratory setting (below 10K). 

At the end of this study it is concluded that,  

 Large MCE of magnetic material is investigated for 

room temperature magnetic cooling application 

strong magnetic field is required. 

 Magnetic materials available for room temperature 

magnetic refrigeration are mainly Gd, GdSiGe 

alloys, MnAs-like materials, perovskitelike 

materials, 

 Materials under development for room temperature 

magnetic refrigeration are La(FexSi1- x)13 and 

La(Fe0.88Si0.12)13Hy 

 Excellent behaviour of regenerator and heat 

transfer is required. 

 Room temperature magnetic refrigeration is a new 

highly efficient. 

 It can be use household refrigerator, central cooling 

systems, room air conditioners and supermarket 

refrigeration applications, 

 It is environmentally protective technology.  
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